Look and take action
Healthy children at the School Erzbachtal
Information for parents

Dear parents
The school Erzbachtal would like to promote and contribute to your child’s
healthy development. The school staff take full responsibility according to
the rules. We seriously try to find the cause of problems and react
supportingly when misbehaviour or difficulties occur.
We are also part of the project ”Look and take action”. This guide’s
concept is used at all levels in our school. It helps teachers to recognize
behavioural traits which don’t fit the school structures at an early stage, to
judge them and take the steps to improve the situation. In any case, talks
are always helpful. It can also help to get professional advice or take
disciplinary measures to find a solution to the problem. This slogan is
always valid: We look into a problem and deal with it.
We would like to involve the parents and the child in the solving the
problem from the start. Parents can also take the initiative to start
conversations with the staff. Take the chance to speak about difficulties
openly. State your point of view and if necessary make use of the
available help.
The staff like other professionals have the duty to keep all the information
for themselves and can only give it with the parents’ consent in order to
assist the child's healthy development.
We are looking forward to working together with the parents. In case you
have questions don’t hesitate to talk to your child’s class teacher or social
worker. We would be glad if we could be of any help to you.
The Erzbachtal School Staff

*The Swiss Civilrightstatute supports the children convention of the UNO. This was
signed until April 2010 by 193 countries and gives our children the right to their physical
and mental wellbeing. In this way parents have the duty to bring up their children by
encouraging their physical, ethical and mental development (ZGB, Art. 302, Abs.1). The
school is obliged to take measures when they notice that the child is endangered. (ZGB
EG Artikel 55 Abs.2)
www.unicef.de/information/kinderrechte
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